Seismic Risk Zones and Faults Characterization using Geophysical Data
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Abstract
Understanding and imaging the real seismo-tectonic of SW-Cairo zone are essential to eliminate the risk of this hazardous seismic zone which is surrounded by the highest condensed population province in Egypt. In this study, up to date earthquake catalogue and aeromagnetic data of the area under study were analyzed for tracing active subsurface structures but the main active faults that are responsible of earthquakes activity. Using 2D-power spectrum techniques, depth of structures (faux) was estimated and a shallow intrusion was detected at 550 m. The tectonic framework of SW-Cairo was evaluated and discussed in view of seismicity, surface geology, subsurface structures from RTP maps and boreholes information and the active faults were traced at shallow and deep depths.
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Introduction
A paramount criterion in the assessment earthquake hazard and risk analysis is imaging and understanding the seismo-tectonic structures to trace the active seismic faults in the low and moderate seismic activity regions. Identified the main active faults where the earthquakes foci take place can lead to a reliable simulation source function of expected earthquakes. This work is concerned with the south west Cairo area situated between longitudes 30.4° and 32.1° E and latitudes 28.8° and 30.0° N (Figure 1). Cairo, the capital of Egypt, is ranked as one of the most populated cities in the world. Nicknamed “The City of a Thousand Minarets” for its preponderance of Islamic architecture. The study area includes the Pyramids of Giza, one of the Seven Wonders of the World and the most famous monuments of ancient Egypt. These massive stone structures were built around 4500 years ago on a rocky desert plateau close to the Nile.

Seismically, the study area is the most dangerous seismic area in Egypt. Spatial distribution of historical and recent earthquake foci indicates that Egypt had been suffered from both interplate and intraplate events. Most earthquake activity in Egypt takes place in specific zones of Aqaba Gulf, north Red Sea, Suez Gulf, Dahshour and Aswan (Figure 1). The recent one which caused huge damage in human and his properties is the Dahshour seismic zone, where 1992 earthquake with 5.8 magnitude took place. The ratio of damage is high in relative to earthquake size which took highly attention of seismologists and engineers to understand the main causes of this huge damage accompanied to a moderate earthquake. Fergany and Sawada [1] concluded that the direct causes of damage were due to the quaternary sediment effect and the fragile buildings. The damage was concentrated in Giza, Cairo and southern provinces of Nile Delta where the Nile alluvium are common. Figure 2 draws the isoseismal intensity map of the Cairo 1992 earthquake with elongated shape with the Nile Valley extension as a result of the Nile deposits effects on the seismic waves.

The present work integrated the surface geology, deep seated drilling wells, subsurface structures features present by the RTP aeromagnetic map, deep magneto-teleseismic model [2] and updating compiled seismicity catalogue to image and understanding the active seismo-tectonic structures that caused micro, small and moderate earthquakes.

Geological and Boreholes Information
The study area occupies one of the spectacular depressions in the Eocene limestone plateau of the Western Desert of Egypt. It has three main basin structures of Fayyum, Wadi Rayan and Nile valley in the Northern Western Desert. Geologically, the area extends from the southwest of Cairo to Gabal Qatrani at to east, northeast of the Qarun Lake, southwest of the Wadi Rayan and Nile valley occupy the eastern part of the study area. The geological units of the study area (Figure 3) started from Middle Eocene, to Recent Nile sediments [3]. The earliest geological studies and tectonic features of the northwestern desert were conducted by many authors [4-14].

El-Sharly [11], considered that the E-W trend is the oldest tectonic trend that affected the Egyptian basement rocks some time during Pre-Cambrian due to a northern horizontal pressure. Meshref [13] stated that the basement rocks in the Western Desert of Egypt have been affected by the oldest EW and ENE trending faults which in turn are intersected by younger NW and NNW trending faults. These two fault systems have large vertical and horizontal displacements. The area of Daheishour-Qatrani, in particular, is affected by the NW and EW trending faults. The NW trending fault, called the Qatrani fault, has a throw of about 350 m. However, the EW trending fault, called the G. Sheeb fault, has a throw between 150 and 200 m. The Oligocene basalt occupies these two faults.

Said [14], stated that the structure of the area is dominated by faults, many of which can be identified from seismic and well data. The majorities are steep normal faults and most of them have a long history of growth, and some of the normal faults suffered strike slip movements during part of their history. Strike slip movements seem to have affected the orientation of many of the old fold axes. The strike slip movements
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were probably related to the lateral movements which the Africa plate underwent during the Jurassic and Late Cretaceous.

It notes that, basaltic sheets covered the surface of Dahshour and Qatrani areas where the subsurface sedimentary successions, stratigraphy and structure prevailing are dominated by faults, many of which can be identified from boreholes information (Figure 4).

**Seismicity Data**

Although Egypt is characterized by low to moderate seismic activity, high risk was happen in the provinces of Great Cairo, highest population density in Egypt. The seismicity of Egypt has been studied by many authors [15-21]. The seismo-tectonic zones and the highest seismic activity were identified along the Gulf of Aqaba–Dead Sea transform, the Northern Red Sea triple junction point, Aswan, Cairo-Suez District and Dahshur-Qatrani (SW-Cairo). Historically, Egypt threatened damaged earthquakes were back from 2200 BC to 1899 (Figure 5). Most of historical earthquakes were located in the study area with intensity ranged from V to IX.

Instrumental earthquake observation has begun since 1989 with one seismic station installed in Helwan, south Cairo. The number of seismic stations increased gradually until the occurrence of 1992 earthquake, abrupt increasing in the monitoring system. National Research Institute of Astronomy and Geophysics, NRIAG, was responsible to install and deploy Egyptian Seismic Network that covered all Egypt with condensed observations in the effective seismic zones like as Dahshour and Aswan Zones. After this operating advanced monitoring system in Egypt, huge data base becomes available and the seismicity map extended to show all seismicity levels of micro to large earthquakes (Figure 5).

One of the recent destructive events in Egypt known as Cairo 1992 earthquake was occurred on October 12, 1992 in the study area with moment magnitude (Mw)=5.8. It left a huge damage where 554 persons have been killed, about 20,000 people injured and over one billion US$
had been reported as property losses. This is not the only destructive earthquake in Egypt, but similar historical events occurred in 778, 1303 and 1847 that destroyed parts of big cities, like Cairo and Alexandria [22,23].

The seismicity of the study area increased abruptly after the occurrence of the main shock 12th October, 1992 to record a wide range of magnitude 0< M<5 located at different depths 3-30 km. Figure 6 draws an updating instrumental seismicity map of studied area from 1900 to 2015 and the fault plane solution of the main shock and some of its aftershocks. Intraplate seismicity occurs in the vicinity of stress concentrators within pre-existing zones of weakness, where the faults are intersecting. Talwani and Rajendran [24] pointed out that most intraplate earthquakes occur around the intersections of faults, and, in general, not at the intersections themselves or very close to them. The fault plane solutions indicated that the common active faults are normal faulting mechanisms with strike-slip components.

The 2D magnetotelluric inversion modelling of Mekkawi et al. was applied to transverse electric (TE), magnetic (TM) modes, and tipper (TP) data using REBOCC inversion program [25]. The 2D magnetotelluric model of (TM–TE-TP) (Figure 7). The model shows...
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**Figure 4**: (a) Simplified structural cross section through wells Kattaniya1x, Gebel Rissu-1x, North Qarun-1x, El Sagha-1A and East WD191x along W–E direction. (b) Simplified structural cross section through wells Gebel Rissu-1x, Kattaniya-1x, Wadi Kadish-1, Qarun2-1 and Wadi Rayan-1 along N–S direction (After Qarun Oil Field, Internal Report, 2005).
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**Figure 5**: Seismicity map of Egypt from 2200 BC to 2015. The blue rectangle denotes the study area.
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**Figure 6**: Seismicity of the study area (open blue circles). Focal mechanisms of Cairo 1992 earthquake and some aftershocks (red stars).
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**Figure 7**: Final 2D-Resistivity structures based on magnetotelluric data along a Profile (QRN-QRU) crossing Fayoum-Cairo District, referring to deep basin and active faults. The symbols above the model identify the MT sites, (after Mekkawi et al.) Red symbols denote to earthquake depths along the profile.
a region of a good-conductive material located in the depth between the earth’s surface and 5 km. In the central part of the model, it can be noticed the presence of high resistivity zone (could be granitic rocks). While the low resistivity part between QRO and QRR could be due to presence of Kattaniya horst and its related ultrabasic/basic rocks. I can notice the effect of the fault structures from the changing depths along the resistivity layers. These shears are extending to about 20 km in depth. Their corresponding locations agree with the well-logging and with minor shifts due to the depths range.

Aeromagnetic Data

The reduce to the magnetic pole (RTP) aeromagnetic map (Figure 8) is characterized by high and low anomalies spreading out the map area. It displays a major trend (from NE to SW). Also, NW-SE and E-W trends are present. These magnetic trends do not occur randomly, but are aligned along definite and preferred axes that can be used to define magnetic structures. These anomalies could be related to significant susceptibility contrast between the highly magnetic volcanic rocks (basement) and the low magnetic meta-sediments. In that regards, the Geosoft program (Oasis Montaj 7.1) was used to analysis the RTP data to qualitative and quantitative to delineate both shallow and deep structures.

In the middle part, there is a large positive anomaly trending in NE-SW constituting several peaks. This anomaly reflects high magnetic susceptibility with different amplitudes. It could be due to basement structures and basic intrusions (dykes). Most of earthquakes in the area are located at the north part of this anomaly. Figures 8 and 9 show the RTP maps with seismicity catalogue at different focal depths and magnitudes. Most of earthquakes concentrate at northern part of the study areas.

Data processing and analysis

Filtering the aeromagnetic data enhances and sharpness the anomalies and trends of the data and helps in the qualitative interpretation. In order to trace the shallow structures, the analytic signal method was applied to the RTP aeromagnetic data. The amplitude of analytic signal (AAS) of the magnetic anomaly is given by equation [26]:

\[
AAS(x, y) = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\partial T}{\partial x}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial T}{\partial y}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial T}{\partial z}\right)^2}
\]

(1)

The horizontal \(\frac{\partial T}{\partial x}\) and vertical \(\frac{\partial T}{\partial z}\) derivatives of the magnetic anomaly are Hilbert transform pairs of each other. The analytic signal method has been successfully applied to locate dike bodies. The most advantage of the analytic signal is that it has a maximum value (red contour) over the (contacts, dykes or veins). The analytical signal map is plotting with seismicity map (Figure 10). Most earthquakes of magnitude (M>4) are coincide and near to active faults.

Tilt Derivative filter (TDR) is applied to the aeromagnetic data. It is useful for mapping shallow basement structures and mineral exploration targets. This filter is estimated by dividing the vertical derivative by the total horizontal derivative Verduzco (2004) as:

\[
TDR = \arctan \left(\frac{VDR}{THDR}\right)
\]

(2)

\[
VDR = \frac{dT}{dz} \quad \text{and} \quad THDR = \sqrt{\left(\frac{dT}{dx}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{dT}{dy}\right)^2}
\]

(3)

Where VDR and THDR are vertical and total horizontal derivatives, respectively of the total magnetic intensity anomaly (T). The most advantage of the TDR is that its zero contour line is on or close to the fault/contact location. Figure 11 shows the TDR angle map of the aeromagnetic data with the zero contour line (solid contour). It shows a tentative qualitative interpretation of the data and shallower structures. Generally, the area may be dissected by major faults striking in the NE-SW, NW-SE and E-W-directions. These indicate that the magnetic anomalies in the area are structurally controlled, especially for the shallower sources.

Depth estimation

The depth to the source of magnetic anomalies is valuable and important information in of subsurface structures. In order to estimate the depth of the magnetic sources, 2-D Power Spectrum methods were applied to the RTP aeromagnetic data. It is used to determine the depths of volcanic intrusions and basement complex [26,27]. In the
The present study, as a result, a two-dimensional power spectrum curve was obtained on which three main average levels (interfaces) at depth 550 m (Figure 12). (shallow intrusions) and 1350 m (intermediate level) and 3950 m (deep basement layer). These results are agreed with borehole information and geological cross-section [28-32].

Discussion and Conclusion

The tectonic framework of Dahshur area is illustrated by different tools (surface and subsurface) geology; boreholes information; seismicity distribution as well as magnetic data. All geophysical and geological data are integrated together to understand the tectonic and active seismic zones. Figure 7 shows Resistivity structures based on magnetotelluric data along a Profile (QRN-QRU) crossing the study area, referring to deep basin more than 15 km and active faults that is responsible to the earthquakes mechanism. From RTP magnetic and seismicity data analysis, can conclude that the earthquakes distribution are concentrated in the northern parts of the study area with active seismic zones and faults (Figure 13). Also, trace the shallow and deep structures from 550 m to deep zones more than 15 km.
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